Penrose St. Francis Health Services
2010 Nursing Directors/Managers Retreat

Friday, October 15, 2010

Our Nursing Vision

"PSF Nursing is the recognized leader in relationship based care dedicated to excellence in nursing practice balanced with the concern for the well being of the care giver."

0800 - 0830  Registration, Breakfast, Fellowship

0830 - 0845  Welcome/Introductions/Reflection
              Beckie Kahl, SFMC Interim VP Pt Care

0845 - 1015  Sacred Transformation
              Nancy Hoffman & Frannie Rose – one simple voice

1015 - 1030  Break

1030 – 1200  “be the change”
              Rose Ann Moore, PH Dir Pt Care, Beckie Kahl, SFMC Interim VP Pt Care
              Stephanie Buffetti, Cln Mgr SFMC 5S, Brenda Molencamp, Cln Mgr PH 4th

1200 - 1300  Lunch

1300 - 1400  Your Words – Change Your World
              Dale Smith Thomas

1400 - 1415  Break

1415 - 1515  Your Words – Change Your World
              Dale Smith Thomas

1515 - 1600  Recap/Closing/Reflection
              Kate McCord, PSF, CNO